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THIS paper was prompted by the conjecture that the complex case of the Monodromy 
Theorem of Grothendieck, Brieskorn, Clemens er al. [17,5,6] could be proved using a 
theorem of Mike Shub’s on Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms [28]. This conjecture [c.f. 41 of 
uncertain authorship was suggested by numerous examples and by the simple fact that both 
theorems reach the same conclusion: a certain diffeomorphism’s cohomology action is 
quasiunipotent (i.e. has roots of unity as eigenvalues). We will see that these theorems are 
indeed related as is a third theorem with the same conclusion, due to Nielsen [23]. 
Nielsen’s work leads us to define a class of “algebraically finite” dynamical systems that 
includes the monodromy representatives of A’Campo (Section 1). Using a method first 
applied by Sacksteder, Shub and Williams to the study of more complicated systems [Zj, 29, 
163 we give an easy proof that an algebraically finite diffeomorphism is quasiunipotent on 
homology (Section 2). The known estimates on the Jordan blocks of the monodromy action 
and the known behavior of the zeta function of monodromy also have easier proof in this 
more general setting (Sections 3 and 6). Similar results hold for twisted cohomology, some of 
which are new even in the much studied monodromycase (Section 4). Finally we approximate 
an algebraically finite system by a Morse-Smale one (Section 5) to establish the conjecture 
that motivated this work. We will see that this gives additional constraints on the behavior of 
monodromy on integral homology. We also compute Reidemeister torsion from the closed 
orbits of an algebraically finite (or Morse-Smale) flow (Section 6). 
We will show that the algebraically finite surface transformations of Nielsen satisfy a 
monodromy-like property. This gives an elementary counter-example to the converse of 
Nielsen’s theorem (Section 3) and gives new constraints on the behavior of surface 
transformations on ret (Section 4). 
We have kept the first four sections relatively clear of dynamical systems jargon. Good 
background material here is in [9,27, 301. For the sake of other readers we develop the few 
facts we need about monodromy in Section 1. A standard reference on the monodromy of a 
singularity is [22]. Readers determined not to think about monodromy can get by knowing 
that it is a special kind of algebraically finite isotopy class. 
LMost of what we prove about monodromy is known, usually as a consequence of the 
Grothendieck spectral sequence. We hope that the simplicity of our proofs justifies this 
duplication. 
$1. ALGEBRAICALLY FINITE SYSTEMS. 
We will define algebraically finite flows, diffeomorphisms, and isotopy classes. For isotopy 
classes on surfaces we check that this is consistent with Nielsen’s terminology. Then we will 
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verify that the monodromy of complex algebraic geometry and singularity theory is 
algebraically finite. 
Let .\I be a compact smooth manifold with a finite open cover Ci and with a smooth free 
circle action on each Ci with infinitesimal generator Y. Suppose that on any intersection 
f! Ci theI;‘s commute and generate a free action of the torus T’. Let ai be a smooth function 
ICI 
with support in ei such that Y(aj) = 0 for all i,j. We will call the flow cp whose infinitesimal 
generator is cp’ = Z aiYi nigebraicall~ finite (or AF). 
For m c .M let I = [i/m E fi 1. Then cp preserves the torus T’. m c .LI and acts on it by a one 
parameter group of translations. Nearby the flow is a smooth family of such quasiperiodic 
flows on tori of dimension card I For even if m E c?fj for somei the vector field cp’ has no 
component along 1; for points near m by our hypothesis on the support of Uj. 
Recall that a diffeomorphism f‘: K -+ K of a compact manifold K determines a smooth 
suspension flow q on the mapping torus M, = K x Wj(k, t + 1) = (f(k), t) where cp acts by 
translation on the R factor. We will call f algebraically finite if its suspension flow is AF. An 
isotopy class of diffeomorphisms is called AF if it has an AF representative. 
Nielsen defined algebraically finite for an isotopy class C of orientation preserving 
diffeomorphisms of an oriented compact surface K to mean that some representative g E C 
preserves a system of disjoint curves ;‘i c int K such that g\ (K -u yi)is isotopic to a periodic 
map. Then it is easy to isotope g to a map g’ that is periodic outside a neighborhood N of the ‘/i 
and acts on N by twists. Then g’ is AF in our sense if the period of points in K-N is locally 
constant. By modifying g’ near the finite set of points of exceptionally low period, this can be 
easily arranged. For instance an isolated fixed point can be replaced by a fixed disc surrounded 
by an annulus on which twisting occurs. 
Conversely, an AF isotopy class on K in our sense is also AF in Nielsen’s sense. Take J :MJ 
and cp as in our definition. -if,. is partitioned into circles, _ T-tori and 3-tori. If there are no circles 
then one easily sees that K is an annulus or torus and f is isotopic to the identity. So suppose 
there are circles, so only circles and Z-tori occur. One can write :M, = Fi u P2 where the Pi are 
open regions fibered by i-tori and where P2 n K is a finite union of open annuli. Choosing one 
curve ;‘[ from each annulus in an appropriate way. f‘/ K - u yi is isotopic to a periodic map. 
The most interesting examples of AF systems arise as monodromy. Recall that the 
monodromy of a smooth fibration p: .LI -+ S ’ is the isotopy class of the fiber found by 
integrating a vector field on .LI that corresponds to the unit vector field on S’. Thus 
monodromy describes how the fiber moves as you go around the circle. As the suspension flow 
construction shows, every isotopy class is the monodromy of some fibration over S’. 
Henceforth. however. we will mean by monodromy that which arises naturally in algebraic 
geometry or singularity theory, as follows. 
A. Suppose X is a complex manifold, D is the open unit disc in I and P: X -+ D is a 
holomorphic map with only 0 E D as critical value. If P is proper then we choose a circle 7 in D 
that winds once around 0 and let .\I = P- ’ (;;). P = PI .V. The resulting monodromy is called 
the monodromy of the singular fiber X, = P- ’ (0). 
B. Ifs 0 E X0 is a critical point and B a small ball centered at .x0 and ;: is very small then we 
let .M’ = P- ‘(;:) n B. p’ = P! .\ii’. Here p’ is the Milnor fibration of the hypersurface 
singularity ~xO E X0. 
The monodromy of these natural fibrations is algebraically finite. This is an immediate 
consequence of the model for the monodromy Aow given by A’Campo [l]. For 
the sake of completeness we sketch his construction. 
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Case A. We at first suppose, following A’Campo, that _Y, has normal crossings. This 
means that X0 is the union of smooth components C, and that locally X0 is defined by an 
equation I:! $7” = 0. where the mj are positive integers and the hyperplanes 2, = 0 lie in 
distinct components of multiplicity mj. As 7 shrinks toward the origin, our fibration, which is 
the boundary of a regular neighborhood of X,. deforms onto a sort of “real blowing up” of 
X0 that A’Campo denotes A. A point in .? consists ofa point x E X0, one normal direction to 
each Ci that passes through X (that is a ray in T,X/T,C,), and an assignment of weights ai 
(nonnegative, with sum 1) to each of these C,‘s. For the polynomial P = $‘I . . z? given 
above, fl is ( (rj, eiBJ , it. aj)lj I d, k > d, Uj 2 0, Eaj = 1, ajrj = 0, rj 2 0, rl . . . rd = 0:. This 
is a manifold that is a product of a torus T”, a complex vector space given by the zI’s and a 
space defined by the a’s and r’s that is homeomorphic to Wd- ’ (the vectors (rj + Uj) E E/ trace 
out the boundary of an infinite convex region). The monodromy fibration of fi over .S’ is 
given by p = eim+‘l . . . e”fi~ in these local coordinates. A’Campo’s monodromy flow $ has 
generator 
In local coordinates the d circle actions are given by x = ZiSBi. Things fit properly globally 
because these circle actions are absolutely natural: the normal directions to Ci at x inherit a 
natural simply transitive action of S’ = c*/W’ since Ci is a smooth complex hypersurface. 
We choose pi c fi to be the interior of those points in I? attached to DECO and take x as 
above. We choose for 0’ a slight modification of $’ given locally by 
i$i 2; L L 
where the C(i are a smooth partition of unity vanishing for ai near 0. Then clearly cp is AF. 
When X0 does not have normal crossings one uses resolution of singularities [18] to 
construct a new critical fiber x0 that does have normal crossings. This does not change the 
fibration since regular fibers X, are unaffected by resolution. 
Case B. Again we use resolution of singularities to construct a fiber 2, with normal 
crossings. Certain of the smooth components of 8, correspond to the point x0 under the 
natural map 2, + X,,. Take a regular neighborhood U in 2, of the union of these 
components and let Ji be all points in ,q sitting over U. Then M is a compact cp invariant 
manifold fibered over S’. The restriction of cp to M is the desired AF representative for the 
monodromy of the Milnor fibration. 
In essence monodromy is AF because one can pass around the smooth parts of the fiber 
X0 with the help of natural circle actions that combine conveniently at the crossings. 
$2. QUASIIJSIPOTENCE 
We will generalize the IvIonodromy Theorem (over C) and Nielsen’s theorem on AF 
surface transformations by showing 
THEOREM 1. If f is AF then f * : H* (K; C) + H* (K; a=) is quasiunipotent. 
The AF hypothesis will only be needed to estimate the distortion of the iterates of 5 Fix 
some Riemannian metric on K so that one can speak of the operator norm of the differential 
Tf: TK -+ TK. 
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%hIN LEMMA. For some posirire consfanf C, 11 Tfp/I 5 Cp, p = 1, 2, . . . 
Proof of lemma. Recall that for each m E 34, there is a torus T’ that acts freely on a 
neighborhood of m of form T’ x B, B some transverse ball through m. As changing 
Riemannian metrics will only change the constant C, we may replace .II/ by T’ x B with the 
usual flat metric. The differential of qr has the block form 
since 9* acts by translation on each T’ x b. Taking t = 1,2, . . , we can estimate the shearing 
by IIS,II < pllSl II, since T9, = ( T91)p. Thus (I Tfpll 5 II T9,II I 1 +pllS1 II as desired. 
Q.E.D 
We will construct a standard cohomology norm on a compact Riemannian manifold. If V 
is an inner product space of finite dimension we give the Grassman algebra of V* the operator 
norm. If L : VI -+ Vz is a linear map and o E A’ Vt then )I L*w II I 11 L II i 11 w11. As V runs over the 
tangent spaces T,K, x E K, we take the sup of these operator norms to get a norm on the space 
of i-forms, II 0 II = sup II o,II. If g : K + K is a diffeomorphism then l(g*w11 I IID~(I’~\uII. This 
X 
norm onformsinducesanormon thecohomology H*(K; C) by therule 1~~~~ = infllwll, where 
o varies over the closed forms representing the class <. If 5 E Hi then Ilg*< II I IIDg Iii II< II. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We use the Main Lemma and take g = fp and < an eigenclass for f * 
witheigenvaluei..Then IE.lp = Ilg*<ll/ll<II I IDgIl’S C’p’,p = 1, 2, . . . So thepowersofli.1 
are polynomially bounded, which clearly implies Ii.1 < 1. 
But the action of f on complex cohomology is found by tensoring up the action on 
integral cohomology. Thus E. is an algebraic integer. As all its algebraic conjugates lie in the 
unit disc, it must be a root of unity. Q.E.D 
In summary, our AF diffeomorphism lis a combination of periodic and shearing motion 
and thus is “geometrically quasiunipotent”. This leads to very slow growth in the distortion 
of its iterates. This slow growth in turn implies subexponential growth on cohomolo_py which 
gives “algebraic quasiunipotence”. 
53. BLOCK SIZE. 
In this section we will use the polynomial growth of forms under an AF diffeomorphism f 
to bound the size of the Jordan blocks of f*. This generalizes a known property of 
monodromy and gives a new result for AF surface transformations. 
If 
is a Jordan block with s + 1 rows and columns we call s its size. Thus s is the number of off- 
diagonal entries in J. It is a convenient measure of the failure of J to be semisimple. If L is a 
linear transformation ofa finite dimensional complex vector space we define its (off-diagonal) 
size s(L) to be the supremum of the size of its Jordan blocks. Thus s(L) + 1 is the “exponent of 
nilpotence” of L. 
Now suppose L is orthopotent, that is all its eigenvalues are of modulus 1. We can relate 
the growth of the iterates of L to its size, as follows. 
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LEMMA. Let L be orthopotent of size s. Then 11 LP/I;‘p’ is bounded awa_y from 0 and x. 
p= 1,2, . 
Proof. This does not depend on our choice of inner product. So we may break L into a 
direct sum of Jordan blocks and restrict attention to a block J of size s. Using a simple trick 
[ 193 one may replace the off-diagonal l’s in J by ;.‘s (by passing to an appropriate basis). h:ow 
one can factor out a E. and reduce to the case ;. = 1. 
Computing JP one sees that the off diagonal entries are polynomials in p with positive 
coefficients whose degree is given by the distance to the diagonal. In particular the upper right 
entry grows like pS and other entries grow no faster. Q.E.D. 
Now recall that in the proof of Theorem 1 the matrix L =f* :H’(K;R) + H’(K, .2) 
satisfied the estimate Lp 5 C’p’. By the preceding lemma, we find 
THEOREM 2. The action qf an AF difj’eomorphism f on ith real cohomology has size s 5 i. 
Let J = J, be the Jordan block of size s 2 2 with eigenvalue = 1. Then J is an integer 
matrix of determinant 1 so the matrix 
can be realized as the action of a surface transformation f: K + K on H’(K; Z), where K is 
the closed surface of genus s + 1 [20]. This f is then quasiunipotent on cohomology but by 
Theorem 2 (with i = 1) it cannot be AF. This shows that Nielsen’s theorem about isotopy 
classes on surfaces “AF aquasiunipotent on cohomology” has no converse. Earlier 
examples of this type involved nonhomological considerations ([3,8] but see also [12] and 
;he example in Section 5 below). 
Recall that in the definition of AF we covered M/ by finitely many open sets Ci. Let c, the 
complexity off; be one less than the maximum number of Pi with nonempty intersection (so c 
is the dimension of the nerve of this cover). In the monodromy case c + 1 is the maximal 
number of smooth components of X0 passing through one point so c I dim, K = i 
dim K. Wheneverfis AF and c < [i dim K] one can improve the estimate on block size, as 
follows. 
THEOREM 3. The action of an AF diffeomorphism f on real cohomology has size at most 
c:s(f ‘) I c(f). 
Proof: In the proof of Theorem 1, Dp, 1 K = where S, has 5 c rows. It 
follows that i-forms grow no faster than a polynomial of degree c. As before this leads to a 
growth estimate on cohomology and a bound on the block size. Q.E.D. 
54. TWISTED COEFFICIESTS 
We can easily extend our previous theorems to the more general setting of cohomology 
with twisted coefficients. Let K be a connected, compact Riemannian mainfold. We take V to 
be a normed vector space over C with an isometric action of the fundamental group of K. 
Thus we have a representation p : x1 K + O(v). Those V-valued differential i-forms on the 
universal cover K of K that transform according to p define a differential complex C’(K, p) of 
twisted forms. As 7c1 acts by isometries one may unambiguously define the norm of a twisted 
form to be its operator norm on a fundamental domain in K. This induces a seminorm on the 
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twisted cohomology groups H’(K, p) as before. This seminorm is a norm if C’ has finite 
dimension. 
Our most general result is 
THEOREM 4. Let f be an AF difjeomorphism of K. Then there is a polynomial bound 
jjfP*II < Cpdfor the action off” on twisted i-cohomolog) 
fP’:Hi(K, p) + H’(K,fp’p) 
where d is the smaller of i and rhe complexity c(f), 
The proof is an application of our Main Lemma, as before. But there are some interesting 
consequences. 
Suppose fan = p and V is finite dimensional. Then f acts on the finite dimensional 
vector space Hi (K, p). As in the proof of Theorem 1 one sees that the spectrum of this action 
lies in the unit disc. As f-r is also AF, we see that this action is orthopotent. So we obtain 
THEOREM 5. If the coefficient representation p is invariant and finite dimensional then the 
linear map 
f* : H’(K, p) + H’(K, p) 
has eigenoalues on S’ and Jordan blocks of size I i, c( f ). 
This theorem applies in particular to the cohomology of finite covers of K. 
A second special case of interest is when V = crri is the complex group ring of 7cr K with 
the regular representation. We give T/the l-norm. Then the exponential growth rate of the 
sequence 11 fp’ 11 is just the usual growth rate of the map f, : 7c1 K + lr,K [see 133. In the AF 
case, this growth rate is zero. In fact, it is clear from our Main Lemma that curves grow at 
most linearly so the action on rrr has only linear growth. We find 
COROLLARY. The growrh rate on ITS of a surface homeomorphism is either linear or 
exponential. 
Proof. It is known that an isotopy class of subexponential growth is AF [32]. 
Q.E.D. 
Consequently the free group automorphism a,,: F, + F,, ax,(xi) = x1 . . xi, i I n, 
is not represented by a surface homeomorphism for n 2 3, since it has polynomial growth of 
degree n - 1. 
$5. ,MORSE-SIMALE APPROXIICIATIOK. 
Morse-Smale systems have been fundamental objects of study in dynamical systems 
theory for a long time. Very briefly, a diffeomorphism or flow is Morse-Smale (or MS) if its 
chain recurrent set is finitely many hyperbolic orbits whose stable and unstable manifolds 
meet transversely [30,9,22]. The MS systems we will need are built out of gradient flows of 
Morse functions, which were the motivating examples of MS systems. We call an isotopy 
class MS if it has an MS representative. 
Mike Shub proved that the cohomology action of a MS diffeomorphism is quasi- 
unipotent. We will show: 
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THEOREM 6. An AF isotopy class is MS. An AF pow is C’ approximabie by an MS pow. 
Thus, with the A’Campo description of monodromy and Shub’s theorem we have 
reproved the Monodromy Theorem. Although we have already shortcut this line of proof, 
there are other topological properties known for MS classes that make Theorem 6 
useful. 
In particular there is an interesting property of the action of a MS isotopy class on integral 
homology. By [ZS] there is a chain level representation by virtual permutation matrices (i.e. 
integral matrices with permutation blocks along the diagonal and zeroes below). It was 
shown by Franks and Shub that this is really a condition on the action J: Hi(K;Z) 
+ H,(K; z). They formed an obstruction group G that measures the difference between 
virtual permutation matrices and arbitrary quasiunipotent integral matrices and proved that 
E ( - l)‘[ A] E G vanishes if f is MS [ 111. For simply connected manifolds of high dimension, 
this is the only obstruction to MS. It was shown by various algebraists that G # 0, indeed by 
[33],Gcontains theidealclassgroupC ofQl(<),< = eZniiz3, which has order 3 [c.f. 21. Franks 
and Shub showed that any element of G arises as the obstruction to making a certain 
embedding of a compact simply connected manifold MS but they always used manifolds with 
boundary. Poincare duality adds a new constraint for closed manifolds. We will give a simply 
connected closed manifold M of dimension 6 and an isotopy class that is quasiunipotent on 
homology but not MS, settling the problem as originally posed. 
We take &! a connected sum of k copies of S3 x S3. For any k x k integral matrix A of 
determinant & 1, the symplectic matrix 
can be realized as f3 : H, (M; Z) + H, (M; Z) for some f : M --t M [26]. For I some 
nonprincipal ideal in m[<] we fix an integral basis for I and take A to be the integral matrix 
that represents x -+ <x, XEI. 
We must check that f has nonzero obstruction in C c G. As the ideal class represented by 
a direct sum of matrices is the product of the ideal classes and the ideal class of the transpose is 
the inverse ideal class [31] the obstruction is -[XI = -[B-J = -[A]-[(A-‘)‘] = 
-[A] + [A-‘]. Here A-’ corresponds to the action of 5-l on I or (using complex 
conjugation) to C: acting on 17 We need 
LEMMA. Let L, K be algebraic number fields with [L: K] = 2. Let S, R be the respective 
rings of algebraic integers and assume that R is a PID. Let 0 be the nontrivial automorphism of 
L over K. Then for any ideal I in S, 1. a(l) in principal. 
Proof. It suffices to consider I prime. Then I’ = R n I is prime, SI’ is divisible by I and a(Z) 
and has at most 2 prime factors. So either SI’ = I = a(Z) or SZ’ = I. a(I). As R is a PID, I’ is 
principal and so is SI’. In either case, Z.a(l) is principal. Q.E.D. 
We take L = Q(j) and K = O(< + <-'). As the second factor of the class number h,(p) 
is 1 for p = 23 [21] R is a PID and the lemma applies. We find a(Z) = f is the inverse of I so 
[A-‘] = - [A]. Thus the obstruction is - 2[A] # 0 (as I is nonprincipal and C has odd 
order). 
Theorem 6 shows that this non-MS isotopy class cannot arise as monodromy. 
Proof of Theorem 6. It is clear that it suffices to show the theorem for an AF flow cp. 
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Let us consider the special case when all the regions ci in the definition of AF are equal to 
M. Then M is a principal 7’” bundle with base B = &f :’ T”, for some n. Let h be a Morse 
function on B whose restriction to 25 is also Morse, [t/~(h) its gradient flow relative to some 
Riemannian metric on B] (this metric should be chosen so that grad h is tangent to ?B). The 
chain recurrent set of r//(h) is the critical set of h, each point of which is a hyperbolic critical 
point. We let 2, be a T”-equivariant vector field on M that covers grad(h) on B. We let 2, be a 
vector field on 1t-i tangent to the toral fibers. We take 5; to be the flow on M with I/J’ = cp’ + ~2~ 
+ Z,. Then 6 corresponds to the flow II/ (h) on B slowed down by a factor of 6. Thus R(G) lies 
in the finite number of toral orbits T”xjlying above the critical set of h, and $ acts 
hyperbolically on the normal bundle to each T”xj c M. We choose Z2 as small as we wish so 
that $lT”xj is a MS approximation to the quasiperiodic flow generated by cp’+sZi. Then 
R($) is finitely many hyperbolic periodic orbits. As is well known, the transversality part of 
the definition of MS can always be achieved by a small perturbation. This gives a MS flow 
near 6, hence near cp. 
In the general case we piece together flows like the 6 we just constructed. TO avoid 
technicalities, we only present the case when the complexity of the cover Ti is 2, .M has no 
boundary and q is nonsingular. 
We let .9, be the open set of points that belong to two of the (li’S and Cz c .Pz the 
compact set of points that lie in the support of 2 functions a, (see the definition of AF). We can 
find a compact smooth region ltfl saturated by 2-tori for which C2 c int .Lfl, .\iiz c .P1. We 
build a flow q1 on :Vf2 as above except that $, flows out of _Wz on ?.M2 (one begins with a 
Morse function on A4,,T2 that takes its minimum everywhere on /.Mz/T2). On 
Mi = .Li - iM, we have a natural circle action such that cp is tangent to these circle fibers. We 
can build a flow 4, on .1Ii of the above type except pointing into _Vl, on ?:\/li = i;,Mz. By 
averaging the vector fields near this boundary, we obtain a flow $ on ?il with R($) finite and 
hyperbolic. Again J/ can be approximated by a MS flow. Q.E.D. 
The converse of Theorem 6 fails in dimensions 2 3. For instance if 
1 1 0 
r= 
! > 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
then z determines an isotopy class on T3 that is MS [16] but not AF (by Theorem 2). The 
converse does hold in dimension I 2 [24]. 
$6. LEFSCHETZ W_iMBERS, ZETA FUNCTIONS AND REIDE.MEISTER TORSION. 
If f is AF we will show that the sequence of Lefschetz numbers L(fp) has a simple 
geometric description, generalizing that found by A’Campo for monodromy [A]. We 
interpret these findings in terms of Lefschetz zeta functions. We then compute Reidemeister 
torsion from AF and MS flows. 
Consider the perturbations of the suspension flow cp of f that we made in proving 
Theorem 6. If we do not introduce the vector field Z2 and if we don’t perturb the periodic part 
MI of cp we obtain a flow .,b’ near cp such that R(.,V) consists of finitely many quasiperiodic 
tori Tj of dimensionj 2 2 and a smooth periodic region ‘Vi. The restriction of N to iM1 is a 
reparametrization ofa free circle action. We can arrange so the quasiperiodic flow on each Tj 
is irrational. For the return map g : K ---) K induced by .,&‘, we have R (g) = R(.. k*) n K so that 
the only periodic points of g lie in _M, n K. 
We show 
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THEOREM 7. Ler f: K - K be AF. There are finitely many smooth incariant regions 
S, c K on which f is a free Z, action such rhat 
L(fP) = 2 x(S,L p = L2,. . 
"IP 
Proof. Choose g as above and let S, be the points of least period n for g. As Fix (gp) 
we see L(f‘p) = L(gp) = x (Fix (gp)) = c z(S,). 
“IP 
Q.E.D. 
In the monodromy case. S,,‘Z, can be identified with the region R, c X0 of those points 
lying E away from crossings where the local multiplicity of X0 is n. Then x(X,) = nx( R,). With 
this substitution, Theorem 7 was proven by A’Campo. Note that it says that the Lefschetz 
numbers behave as though the crossings didn’t exist. This is now explained by the fact that the 
perturbation g of f has no periodic points near the crossings. 
Back in the setting of Theorem 7. we form the usual generating function of the sequence 
L(fP), namely the Lefschetz zeta function 
C(I) = exp 1 L(jp)g. 
P>O 
It is immediate from Theorem 7 that z(t) = n (1 - t”)-x(R”) where R, = SJ& [c.f. 91. That 
T(t) can be expressed as a finite product of ter”ms (1 - P)* ’ is not surprising, since that holds 
true for MS diffeomorphisms [15]: what is new here is the geometric interpretation of the 
exponents as Euler characteristics. 
Twisted cohomology of the sort used in Theorem 5 can be used to define zeta functions 
[15]. This gives further obstructions for an isotopy class to be MS let alone AF. One of these 
obstructions can be expressed in terms of the Alexander quotient ALEX (.M,) of the mapping 
torus [see 14, Corollary 21. This generalizes to higher dimensions the fact that the Alexander 
polynomial of a k component algebraic link is a product of terms (1 - xy’ . . . x?) k I. In [lo] 
Franks shows this for any fibered link in S3 with MS monodromy. 
As we have presented the results on the Alexander quotient elsewhere, we shall instead 
consider a related result that involves the Reidemeister torsion of :M (relative to a possibly 
nonabelian representation of 7r1) [14]. Suppose cp is an algebraically finite flow and that ;~i s a 
trajectory of the circle action on pi. Suppose p: TC~ ,Ll + SL (n, W) is a representation of ncI such 
that no ~(7~) has 1 as an eigenvalue. 
THEOREM 8. Under the above hypotheses OII cp and p, p is an acyclic representation. There 
are integers bi, independent ofp, such that the Reidemeister torsion TV satisfies 
rp = n det(l- ptii))bt. 
Proof. In proving Theorem 6 we constructed a flow, call it. Y, with R (. V ) finitely many 
hyperbolic periodic orbits 7, each contained in a torus spanned by yi’s. We can arrange so each 
periodic 7 orbit actually is a ;‘i by taking Z2 appropriately: we turn a quasiperiodic flow until 
it lines up along a factor i’i and then perturb it to MS. Note that in this process the unstable 
manifolds of periodic orbits are always orientable. This reduces our problem to the following 
statement for MS flows. 
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THEOREM 9. Suppose “1‘ is a .Llo rse-Smale _jloiv on a compact manifold .M and 
p: xi .Cf -+ SL(n, R) is a representation. For each periodic orbit 7 of 1‘ let 
A(y) = 
i 
+ 1 if the unstable manifold of 7 is orientable 
- I otherwise 
E(y) = 
i 
fl if the unstable manifold of 7 has even dimension 
- 1 otherwise 
If At!) is not an eigencalue of p(y) for any ;J then p is acyclic and 
sp( iM) = n det (I - A(y)p(~))“‘~‘. 
Proof of Theorem 9. If p takes values in SO(2; iw) then this was proven in [14]. The 
nonabelian case is proven in the same way. By choosing a filtration for .,f’-, one reduces to the 
case ofa single closed orbit y and the Reidemeister torsion of a filtration pair for y. This is then 
computed directly to be det (I - A(p)p(y))““‘. Indeed since we are now working near y, the 
relevant piece of rc, is abelian anyway. Q.E.D. 
Note that Theorem 8 is interesting even for the case of a free circle action (i.e. the trivial 
covering of .LI by one open set). One finds s,(M) = det (I - ~(y))“‘~’ where B = M;S’ is the 
base of the principal S’ bundle and y is any circle orbit. 
In the monodromy case the orbit yi is a meridian around the smooth component 
Ci c X0 and the exponent 6i is the Euler characteristic of the set of simple points in Ci (i.e. 
points in Ci that belong to no other smooth component of X0). Theorem 8 is really an 
extension of A’Campo’s formula for the Lefschetz zeta function of monodromy [l]. 
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